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What is the Internet?
• Original FNC Definition still applies:

– Global Information System that makes use of IP
(its logical extensions or follow-ons), TCP (its
logical extensions or follow-ons, and other IP
compatible protocols), and which supports
applications based on the above.

• Overall Architecture is still intact despite
increases in the underlying technology by
factors of 1 – 10 Million (computation,
communication and storage)

Bindings to Technology vs. Information
•
•
•
•

Arpanet – 16 bit addresses  wires
Internet – 32 bit IP addresses  machines
Web - URLs  <IP Address/filename>
DO Architecture – DO Identifiers  DOs
– DO Architecture describes a means of managing
information over both short and long time frames
in which Digital Objects are the basic structures.
– Compatible with the current Internet and builds
upon it.

Fundamental Properties of the Digital
Object (DO) Architecture
• Logical Extension of the Internet
• Based on the same architectural ideas embedded
in the Internet’s architecture, and which have
sustained its evolution, the three most important
characteristics being:
– Open Architecture (defined protocols & interfaces)
– Independence from the underlying technology
– Minimized Complexity for users

• The DO Architecture enables interoperability
across heterogeneous information systems,
whether in the Internet or not.
• It is a non-proprietary architecture and is publicly
available.

Basics of the DO Architecture
• Digital Objects are its basic structures (also known as
Digital Entities). Each DO consists of information
represented in digital form, and having an associated
unique persistent identifier.
• The DO Architecture consists of three components:

– a resolution component that resolves identifiers to “state
information” about the desired information - - a resolution
request yields a handle record;
– Repositories that store DOs and enable access via their
identifiers; and
– Registries that store metadata about DOs and are used for
searching.

• Resolvable “data types” are critical to understanding a
DO by computer or otherwise.

ISO Effort to define the structure of
Types
• Not intended to define specific “types”
• But rather what a type specification should
look like, where each type is represented as a
separate DO with its own unique persistent
identifier
• Every element of every DO consists of a pair of
(type, value) entries.
• And every type is represented by its identifier.

Digital Object Architecture: Information Management on Networks
Client

Resource Discovery

Search Engines, Metadata Databases, Catalogues, Registries, etc.

Repositories

Identifier Resolution Service

Critical Role of Identifiers
in the DO Architecture
• Identifiers are used to designate users, system
resources, networks, services and desired information
of all kinds represented in digital form and structured
as digital objects.
• The resolution system provides important real-time
information to client software.
• Everything being identified has a public/private key
pair; and the public key is accessible by resolving its
identifier.
• This enables an integrated PK Infrastructure (PKI) that
is essential for purposes of providing security and
generating trust.

More Background on DO Architecture
• Started with the work of Bob Kahn and Vint Cerf at CNRI
on mobile programs in the 1980s (i.e., Knowbots)
• Elaborated upon in the early 1990s in the Computer
Science Technical Reports (CSTR) project.
• In 1997, the Cross-Industry Working Team (XIWT)
supported the concept of digital objects and “stated
operations” on digital objects, and noted the importance
of chaining operations and managing value.
• The DO Architecture received the Digital Id World Award
in 2003 for balancing innovation with reality.

DOIP Protocol
• The Digital Object Interface Protocol (DOIP) is a simple,
but powerful conceptual protocol for software
applications (“clients”) to interact with “services”
which could be either the digital objects or the
information systems that manage those digital objects.
• The DOIP enables a user (or another DO) to interact
with a DO based on the use of associated identifiers
– Each action is represented by a DO; and the interface
conveys the action’s identifier (ID1);
– Each target of an action is also a DO; and the interface
conveys that identifier as well (ID2);
– The formal specification is written as a schema that is
incorporated in a program typically run by a repository
that serializes structured data.

Framework for Discovery
ITU-T Recommendation X.1255
• Based largely on the Digital Object Architecture, ITU-T
Recommendation X.1255: “Framework for discovery of
identity management information” was approved in
September 2013.
• Focused specifically on discovery and access to information
in digital form, structured as digital objects, X.1255 is
applicable to operational requirements for information
management more generally.
• For purposes of X.1255, a digital object is defined as a
digital entity; and the Recommendation describes a data
model and interface protocol.
• Since the notion of a DO and a DE are nominally identical,
from here on I will simply refer to both of them as Digital
Entities (DEs).

What is Metadata
• People commonly define metadata as “data about data”
• A more complete definition:
– Metadata is a set of (structured) assertions about an entity
– Multiple parties may make those assertions
– Veracity of those assertions is usually outside the scope of metadata

• Those assertions could be about
Identity

what is the resource
called?

Provenance
who created the
resource?

Access

who views and admins
the resource?

Assertions
Description

what is the resource
about?
How to interpret it?

Technical
in what stage is the
lifecycle?

Structure &
Representation

how is the resource
formatted and
encoded?

What is a Block?
• Blocks are not new!
• Historically, a block was viewed, essentially, as a
sequence of bits, usually with a defined beginning and
end.
• In the past, it may or may not have been uniquely
identified other than by its arrival sequence in time.
• Blocks were also linked with other blocks
– In the programming field, blocks were often linked or
chained using pointers
– In the communications field, they were usually linked in
some time sequence and often involved encryption.

• Blocks were not usually managed separately from the
application that invoked them- -but they could be.

Accessing Information about a Block
• This is the province of what is now called
metadata.
• Part of the metadata may be self-contained
within the block. This is sometimes referred to as
key metadata.
• The amount of information that may be termed
metadata about a block can be enormous and
would normally be managed separately from the
block.
• The use of blocks in information management
was pioneered by CNRI in connection with mobile
programs in the Internet.

General Observations about
Blocks & Blockchains
• As previously mentioned, the context for the
development of blockchain technology has been
around for many years. Indeed, every block is an
example of a Digital Object.
• A blockchain represents a particular way of
structuring a Digital Object that comprises
multiple DOs.
• DOs are stored in Repositories, which may be
replicated (otherwise known as mirroring).
• Various mechanisms can be invoked to crosscheck the multiple repository entries, if deemed
necessary to augment trust.

Managing Mutable & Immutable DEs
• Blocks may be immutable; blockchains may not
change, but are inherently mutable as they need
to change when they are updated.
• Examples of blocks are transactions, contracts,
bills of lading, digital cash; for example, see
“Representing Value as Digital Objects: A
Discussion of Transferability and Anonymity.”
• Immutable objects can be authenticated without
reliance on external parties.
• Mutable objects rely on external mechanisms to
validate.

Authenticating a DE
• If a DE has been signed by a user or a system resource with
its private key, the DE will identify the signatory (or it will
be conveyed separately by the access protocol); and the DE
can then be validated from the signature.
• Parts of a DE can be signed or encrypted, if desired.
• If so, the usual approach is to treat that part as a separate
DE in its own right and link to it from the other DE by
including its separate identifier in the first DE.
• Alternately (and often in addition) the handle record
obtained by a piece of client software for a given DE will
contain the authentication information for that DE; and the
handle record may be signed by the server from which it
was obtained.

Authenticating an Immutable DE
• If a DE is known to be unchangeable in a given context (e.g., a
contract, digital cash, or bond), then a simpler mechanism is
available to authenticate the DE.
• Namely, the identifier can contain a powerful cryptographic hash of
the DE (with an associated methodology to use the hash for
authentication) so that the DE can be validated no matter how it is
provided or obtained.
• In this case, the user need not rely on anything other than the
strength of the encryption mechanism.
• And, a failure in any one case (perhaps due to a loss of a private
key) will not compromise the rest of the system.
• Replication of the DE in multiple instances of a repository will
increase the likelihood that a valid version of the DE can be
accessed in the unlikely event of repository failures.

Trusting the Resolution Mechanism
• A key part of the Internet is the IP Addressing
mechanism that is used to route packets from
source to destination.
• Similarly, a key part of the DO Architecture,
which is a logical extension of the Internet, is
the identifier/resolution component.
• It is used to map identifiers for digital entities
to useful state information about them: that
system must be trustworthy as well.

Two Stage Resolution
•

CNRI implemented a two stage resolution system in the early 1990s in which
identifiers have the structure “prefix/suffix”. This implementation is in widespread
use with more than a billion digital entities identified. The prefix, which is allotted
to a specific party that wants to create resolvable identifiers, is unique to that
party; and that party would start its identifiers with its prefix and add whatever
suffix it wishes.

•

Derived prefixes may be created by the party using a “dotted” convention. For
example if prefix 35 is allotted, 35.1 or 35.HQ.1 may be derived from 35. The zero
and one delimiter prefixes are retained in a distributed registry called the Global
Handle Registry (or GHR). Multiple organizations around the world operate the
GHR and coordinate with each other in maintaining its integrity.

•

The actual identifier records - such as those corresponding to 35.1/abc - are
retained in one or more local services they run, or contract to have run for them,
and also managed by the party that created them. The system is inherently
distributed. The local services can also be mirrored for reliability and security, as
desired; and most organizations choose to do so.

What changes are in process?
• Fundamental changes took place in the Internet as the
number of devices exceeded what were then a staggering
number – like 100 Million.
• Today, it is envisioned that the number of devices in the IoT
(or cyber/physical systems more generally) may come close
to 100 Billion in the not too distant future.
• This will stress almost every aspect of the Internet - and
especially those that involve information management.
• Many organizations are rallying behind the use of
blockchains to provide trust, but this is but one of several
alternatives; its use will provide its own challenges for
managing information. Issues of interoperability as well as
scalability, efficient performance and graceful degradation
must be balanced against the need for architectural
changes to provide enhanced defenses.

As the Internet Confronts Increased
Complexity
• Mobile program technology may soon be needed in the
context of implementations of the DO Architecture.
• Trust in the system of information management and the
digital entities it manages are critically important especially
when the DEs have value, as is the case with cryptocurrencies.
• The need to protect rights, values and other interests that
may be embodied in DEs, coupled with the sheer volume of
information that will be available in digital for, requires a new
paradigm for information management.
• The Digital Object Architecture can provide a sound basis for
moving forward.
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